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Construction Company budgeting is normally a yearly task where project revenue is
forecasted for the next scal year, gross margin is assessed, and overhead expenses
are reviewed. For the last 10 years most companies have forecasted increased
revenue, margin and overhead. Risk in construction could be summarized into
"winning enough work" and "job execution"
COVID has put us in a completely new business environment with new risks on top
of the risk of an economic slow down. Here are some of the risks that can a ect your
construction business:
1. Jobs will be shut down sporadically for COVID on site during the rest of the year.
Delayed work = delayed invoicing = delayed cash
2. There may be fewer projects to bid on for the rest of 2020 compared to 2019.
3. Margin on new projects will drop if your competitors “buy” work: Lower bid
margin = more projects needed to cover overhead
4. Projects already won could be delayed or cancelled (especially oil & gas / retail /
hotel / restaurant).
5. COVID cases could spike in your county or state resulting in a local shut down.
6. Government projects could be deferred due to massive decrease in tax revenue.
With so many unknowns you might feel overwhelmed and unable to come up with a
plan for your company. Companies need to proactively plan rather than react to
external risks. Lack of planning results in reactive decisions and is how businesses
end up in real trouble.
There are 2 types of plans to prepare:
1. Risk Mitigation Strategies
2. Budget Scenarios
There is a di erence between risk mitigation and nancial scenario planning.
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Risk Mitigation
Risk Mitigation is the process of identifying risks, assessing their likelihood, and
developing strategies to avoid them, reduce their impact or manage through them.
Unfortunately, with COVID many of the risks are external and not controllable. Most
mitigation strategies will require you to manage them when they occur.
Simple examples of risk mitigation for high probability risks would be:
1. Managing employee and subcontractor health and safety
2. Prepare a documented process if a job site is shut down including:
1. An employee communication plan that includes local testing site locations
if one of your employees becomes ill
2. A plan for updating the project schedule for your workforce and
subcontractors
3. A contract review to see if the costs of closure is recoverable under a force
majeure clause
3. Extended employee illness and death - ensure policies are in place to handle
these tough situations. Review current insurance plans for coverage.
4. Project delays – understand the contract implications of extending the
completion date
5. Labor shortages due to travel restrictions, illness, or family illness
6. Material delay due to domestic or foreign manufacturing plant shut down.
7. Project Pro tability / Contingency Status– keep cost at completion forecasts up
to date, review remaining contingency regularly as pro ts are at signi cant risk.
You will want to list your major risks, assign each one a probability that it will occur
and then document your strategy for each one. Develop your strategies for the most
likely risks rst.
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Financial Budgeting in a Multi-Variable World
You can keep your nancial planning at a higher level. It is easy to get “wrapped
around the axle” trying to assess the nancial impact of risks that comingle. You
simply need to assess the impact of an X% increase or decrease in revenue and cost
of sales and plan out what you will do if that happens. It does not matter which
combination of variables causes the change.
Companies that use scenarios typically prepare 3 plans:
BASE CASE – your best guess at what will happen
UPSIDE CASE – things go better than you expected than your Base Case
DOWNSIDE CASE – things go worse than your Base Case
Your job is to forecast revenue and gross margin under each scenario then assess
what you would do to overhead expenses if your gross margin is insu cient to
cover expenses. If you are forced to make tough decisions it is better to plan for
them rather than react to a serious cash shortfall that puts your business at risk.

Prepare Your Base Case First
Preparing and planning for your most likely case will get you started with proactive
planning. If you already have a 2020 budget, start with editing it by month for the
remainder of the year. If you do not have a 2020 budget, use your 2019 actual
results. Use a columnar report of your income statement by month as the budget
template for your Base Case.
Load your 2020 COVID Base case into your accounting system as another budget in
your system. Anterra connects to Sage 300 and Viewpoint Vista; each of these allows
multiple budgets per year. Anterra also provides budget upload templates for clients
if you nd budget entry time consuming in your accounting system.
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Work through an analysis of Revenue and Gross Margin rst. Some construction
companies have only had minor nancial impacts from COVID-19, others have been
hard hit.
Create or run a report that combines actual results to date along with your Base
Case to see a projection of your nancial year. Measure the projection against your
actual results plus your original budget to assess the “COVID Impact”. If you don’t
have an Original Budget, you can compare this project to last year’s actuals to assess
the year over year e ect.
Anterra’s Financial BI Module has a budget scenario projection / comparison
nancial statement, here's a sample layout:
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Upside and Downside Scenario Preparation
You can extend your scenario comparisons to include “Upside” and “Downside”
scenarios. Build the scenarios using your Base Case. An Upside Scenario simply
means your base case is low; you would increase your revenue and margins. A
downside scenario re ects lower revenue and gross margin than your base case by
assuming that more risks occur. There should be at least 20% di erence in revenue
between your base case and upside/downside scenarios.
Compare these 2 scenarios to your Original Budget or last year’s actual results to
measure their impact on your business.
Anterra helps clients compare scenarios side by side with a Scenario Comparison
Report. It shows your YTD actual results plus each scenario for the remaining
months to let you see projected scal year performance under each scenario:
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Assessing Fixed and Variable Overhead Expenses
If your scenario analysis shows you have insu cient margin to cover overhead, you
need to plan to cut overhead.
Fixed Overhead Expenses stay the same regardless of your level of activity. Typically,
these expenses have contracts associated with them. Examples include:
Salaried sta
Salaried sta medical bene ts
Rent
Property taxes
Mortgage interest
Property and business liability insurance
Basic phone service
Equipment Leases
Utilities
Variable expenses change with your level of activity
Sales Commissions
Bonuses
Hourly Indirect Labor – site supervisors, foremen
O ce supplies
Travel
Analyze the trend of your xed and variable G & A and understand the relationship
of total G & A to revenue. Anterra lets you build multiple dashboard trend graphs
including dual axis graphs (dollars and percentage). You can build individual drill
through trend components for xed and variable G & A, total G & A or “Cash G & A”
which would exclude depreciation and amortization.
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Cutting overhead signi cantly is di cult as a large portion of total overhead is
salaries. There are many strategies to keep good people employed including
reduced hours, job sharing and temporary salary reductions. Prepare your plan with
input from key sta and keep it con dential.

Summary
Best practices for nancial planning include reforecasting budgets when
business conditions change.
Using nancial budget scenarios can help you project your results and plan
proactively for downside risk. Optimal decision making is done with time to
review and reassess strategies, not under immense economic pressure.
Visit Anterra’s website at www.anterratech.com for more information on our
nancial scenario tools, nancial consolidations or Construction BI.
By Bruce Vanderzyde, CPA, CA, President Anterra Technology
About the Author: Bruce Vanderzyde has over 25 years of experience in Construction
and Real Estate Software. He is a frequent speaker at industry conferences and has
worked with companies around the world to improve their reporting, business
processes and systems strategies. Anterra’s mission is to help every user succeed in
their role by providing them the information they need and empowering them to
build their own reports. Learn more by calling (832) 539 1400 ext 1.
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